
Hanna Augenstein 
international speaker born and raised in Germany 
 
Hanna excites people in 2 seconds. 
She doesn’t need many words to make people listen.  
Her energetic being and smile catch you in a moment. 
 
Hanna turned her whole life around in just 4 weeks. 
 
Hanna grew up so poor that she often did not know what to eat the 
same day. Little Hanna went begging for food from others to give to her 
family. And she always received food. Few people can resist a little girl 
asking for food. NOBODY can resist when Hanna asks. Already as a cute 
girl she had this smart radiance around her. She studied and built a 
career with no support at all. Then eventually she built a successful 
business in just 4 weeks. From zero euros to 1000s.  
 
Today she owns a Coaching Company. She teaches others how to be 
bold in order to reach their dreams, to step into their real truth and 
stop pretending that everything is fine when actually they are suffering 
from going to work or not doing what they love. Hanna is taking people 
by the hand when going through challenges as she is aware of the 
rewarding quality of a challenge. Hanna knows that without all her 
challenges, she would not be the prosperous and shining Woman she is 
today. And so she made Challenges part of her Life. Those which are 

exciting, a bit scary and 
helpful. To challenge 
people is also part of her 
Coaching philosophy. 
This has always been 
Hanna´s true and inner 
passion: leading and 
supporting powerful and 
passionate human beings 
- this is her gift, her love 
and her life. 

 



 
 
Hanna Augenstein is a high class Coach, Speaker, Mother, 
Entrepreneur & Visionary. 
She is outstandingly passionate, enchanting, incredible and inspiring. 
She coaches all human beings longing for more from life. Those who 
are passionate but not yet living their real strength. 
 
As a Speaker her main Topics are  
 
★ rising from and above your challenges 
★ the pain of not feeling “right” 
★ the process of starting a successful and flourishing Business  
★ and the power of revealing your true greatness and shining it into 

this beautiful word. 
 
 

 
WATCH 

H ANNA IN 
ACTION 
 
★Speech "3 

Gamechanger" 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHKhvebH_tM&t=246s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHKhvebH_tM&t=246s


                             Invite Hanna as a Speaker 
                                                           Schedule your call with Hanna´s team: 
                                                           coaching@hanna-augenstein.com 
                                                           & WhatsApp +49 152 253 00 696 
Audience 
Voice 
F rom the moment 
Hanna starts talking 
she is diving into the 
authentic presence and 
emotion of her topic 
and is shining her light 
throughout the whole 
room. By creating 
comparisons and 
situations everyone can 
relate to and identify 
with, Hanna catches 
everyone’s deep 
attention. Hanna’s clear and soft voice allows the audience to not just 
listen to her words but actually really feel them vibrate within their 
body. The whole body is listening - ears, eyes, heart and soul.  
She is a true fire, transporting her sparks towards the listeners to light 
a fire within themselves. A fire filled by power, emotion and joy. 

 
 
Hanna Augenstein- international personal Coach & Speaker for powerful human beings 
Hanna Augenstein Coaching I hanna-augenstein.com 
coaching@hanna-augenstein.com I Company Address: Hanna Augenstein, 
Federbachstraße 28, 75334 Straubenhardt, Germany  
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